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Orientation dynamics of the glass forming liquid, dibutylphthalate~DBP!, were studied using
optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect~OHD-OKE! techniques. A combination of
experimental methods permitted acquisition of data over 6 decades of time and 5 decades in signal
amplitude. Data collected from several hundred fs to several hundred ns, cover the full range of
orientational dynamics. The data are compared to the predictions of ideal mode-coupling theory
~MCT!. Two of the MCT scaling law predictions yield an average value of 227 K for the MCT
critical temperature,Tc . Measurements were made at temperatures belowTc . The data were found
to agree well with some of the predictions of MCT. The long time scale structural relaxation~a
relaxation! obeys the MCT scaling law, and the slowest time scale power law~the von Schweidler
power law! is also in accord with MCT predictions. However, the ‘‘master curves’’ predicted by
MCT fit the data well only at higher temperatures. The master curves show increasingly significant
deviations at shorter times~,100 ps! as the temperature is decreased, in contrast to previous
OHD-OKE studies on salol@G. Hinze, D. D. Brace, S. D. Gottke, and M. D. Fayer, J. Chem. Phys.
113, 3723~2000!# and ortho-terphenyl@S. D. Gottke, G. Hinze, D. D. Brace, and M. D. Fayer, J.
Phys. Chem. B105, 238 ~2000!# in which the agreement with ideal MCT is far superior. The DBP
data show no discontinuity in the trends as the temperature is reduced belowTc , but an increasingly
prominent peak appears in the data at;2.5 ps. The peak may be related to the boson peak. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1427711#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Glass forming materials have the ability to superco
that is, they can be cooled below the thermodynamic mel
point without the onset of crystallization. Glasses are form
when a supercooled liquid~SCL! is cooled sufficiently below
the melting point to the glass transition temperature,Tg .
Glasses and their associated supercooled liquids occur c
monly as natural systems, and they have numerous prac
applications. The properties of glasses are determined
significant extent by the conditions under which they a
cooled. Therefore, the dynamics of SCLs, in addition to
ing of fundamental interest, are important for understand
the properties of glassy materials.

The structural relaxation dynamics of SCLs span an
creasingly broad range of times as they are cooled. The s
ing down of SCL structural relaxation with decreasing te
perature is reflected in microscopic properties, such
orientational relaxation1–5 and density fluctuations,6 as well
as macroscopic observables like viscosity7 and long time
diffusion.8 A prominent feature of supercooled liquids is th
division of relaxation dynamics into two regions upon co
ing. The very fast region, often referred to as the criti
decay region~fastb process!,9,10 is usually only mildly tem-
perature dependent. The slower region, often referred t
the a-relaxation region, is strongly temperature depende
Between the critical decay region and the long time sc
a-relaxation region, the dynamics have a complex functio

form.11

Mode coupling theory~MCT! ~Refs. 6, 9! has been uti-
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lized to describe SCL dynamics from the picosecond ti
scale to time scales representing complete structural re
ation ~a relaxation!. The apparent efficacy of MCT in quan
titatively treating the dynamics of SCLs has been the fo
of many dynamic light scattering,9,12–17 neutron
scattering,18–21 dielectric spectroscopy,19–25 and optical Kerr
effect1,26 experiments as well as computer simulations.27–30

The above experimental work is comprised of both f
quency domain and time domain measurements, which
yield the same information. In practice, however, differe
dynamical features of a liquid can be emphasized when d
are acquired with different methods. Properly conducted ti
domain can be advantageous for comparisons to the pre
tions of MCT.31

In the present work, heterodyne detected optical K
effect ~HD-OKE! experiments31–34 on the glass forming liq-
uid dibutylphthalate~DBP! are presented and compared
the predictions of MCT.~See the inset in Fig. 1 for the mo
lecular structure of DBP.! DBP is a moderately fragile (m
'69) ~Ref. 35! glass former with a melting temperatur
Tm5238 K and a glass transition temperatureTg>170 K. By
comparison, Salol is less fragile (m'63) ~Ref. 35! than
DBP, and ortho-terphenyl~OTP! more fragile (m'76) ~Ref.
35! than DBP. Experiments are conducted that span a ra
of times from hundreds of fs to several hundred ns. Th
time scales span the full range of orientational relaxat
dynamics. The experiments are conducted from temperat

above the melting point to temperatures below the MCT
critical temperature,Tc .

8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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The experiments show good agreement with the pre
tions of MCT on the time scale of thea relaxation and on
the faster time scale of the von Schweidler power law6,9

The MCT master curve36 agrees well with the data only a
the highest temperatures. As the temperature is decrea
increasingly large deviations between the data and the ma
curve occur on times,100 ps. On time scales,100 ps,
the master curve predicts decays that are substantiall
steep, in contrast to previous work on salol1 and OTP.11

While the data do not agree well with MCT on the shor
time scales, it was found that on times short compared to
von Schweidler regime, the data can be described by a t
perature independent power law. It is also found that ther
no discontinuity in the nature of the decays as the temp
ture is reduced belowTc . However, as the temperature
decreased belowTc , an increasingly prominent peak appea
in the data at;2.5 ps. This peak may be related to the bos
peak.37

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effe
~OHD-OKE!, a nonresonant pump–probe experiment,32,33

measures the time derivative of the polarizability
polarizability correlation function ~orientational relaxa-
tion!.38,39 The pump pulse induces an optical anis
tropy. The induced optical anisotropy decays because of
entational relaxation. The time delayed probe pulse meas
the decay. When sufficiently short~<90 fs! excitation pulses
are used, the correspondingly large bandwidth induces
orientationally anisotropic distribution of librations vi
stimulated Raman scattering. The damping of the optic
excited librations leaves behind a residual molecular orie

FIG. 1. Optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect data taken on su
cooled dibutylphthalate at 234.0 K. The data are displayed on a log plot.
data span;5 decades in amplitude and 6 decades in time from 100 fs to
ns. The data decay approximately as an exponential at long time. At sh
times, two regions that decay as power laws can be identified. The
shows a molecular diagram of dibutylphthalate.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 4, 22 January 2002
tional alignment. When pulses are longer, the correspondin
bandwidth is insufficiently broad to initiate librational mo-
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tions by stimulated Raman scattering. TheE field associated
with longer pulses exerts a torque on molecules with a
larizability anisotropy, which results in a molecular orient
tional anisotropy along the direction of the appliedE field. In
either case, the resulting orientational anisotropy give rise
an optical birefringence in the sample, which is monitored
the probe pulse. A pulsed probe beam, in conjunction w
two delay lines~0–600 ps and 0–30 ns!, was used for moni-
toring decays up to 30 ns. For longer decay times, follow
pulsed excitation, a cw probe beam and a fast digitizer
employed to measure the decay.

An in-house built solid-state laser system was used
generate the optical pulses. The system consisted of a Ti:
phire oscillator that was regeneratively amplified. The amp
fier was pumped by a Q-switched, intracavity doub
Nd:YAG laser. The system produced 400mJ pulses~prior to
compression! at a repetition rate of 5 kHz, centered at 80
nm. An adjustable grating compressor permitted pulse du
tions of ,80 fs to 2 ps~FWHM! to be obtained. The longe
pulses are achieved by incomplete compression. In addit
bypassing the grating compressor entirely yields pulses
;100 ps FWHM. The partially compressed and unco
pressed pulses are chirped. The use of chirped pulses
not interfere with the production or detection of the optic
Kerr effect because it is a nonresonant experiment. T
shortest pulses were used to resolve fastest time-scale
Better signal to noise was obtained at long times by us
longer pulses with greater average power. The CW pr
was obtained from a commercial diode laser, centered at
nm, with an average output power of 15 mW.

Optical heterodyne detection,32,33 employed the addition
of a slightly rotated quarter wave plate to the probe bea
resulting in improved signal to noise ratios and a linear s
nal in the third-order dielectric susceptibility. Data were co
lected over 4 distinct time ranges: 0–20 ps using 70 fs pu
and a 0.1mm stepper motor delay line; 3–600 ps using 1
pulses and a 0.1mm stepper motor delay line; 0.1–30 n
using 100 ps pulses and a quadruple passed long delay
and 10–200 ns using 100 ps pump pulses, a CW probe,
a fast digitizer. The significant overlap between all four tim
ranges permitted the data sets to be merged by multiplica
of data amplitude until decays were coincident. Care w
taken to insure data overlap between differing time sca
was excellent.

Sample cuvettes~1 cm optical length! were cleaned on a
distillation apparatus to remove dust and other contamina
DBT, obtained from Aldrich, was purified by fractiona
vacuum distillation and sealed in the optical cuvettes wh
still attached to distillation apparatus. Temperature con
was obtained via a constant flow cryostat, with temperat
stability of 60.1 K.

III. IDEAL MODE COUPLING THEORY

Ideal MCT for supercooled liquids predicts a multiste
relaxation process for the dynamics and a kinetic transit
that is predicted to occur at the MCT critical temperatu
Tc , which is usually located at approximately 20% abo

r-
e
0
ter
et

1599The glass forming liquid, dibutylphthalate
gTg . While MCT makes predictions concerning the density–
density correlation function@fq(t)#, many experimental
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methods, e.g., dielectric spectroscopy40 and dynamic light
scattering,41 probe orientational relaxation. It is assumed th
the time dependence of any correlation function that
coupled to the density is similar in nature to the time dep
dence of the density–density correlation function.9,42 MCT is
derived for simple liquids~spheres!, which do not have ori-
entational degrees of freedom. To investigate the effec
orientational degrees of freedom, molecular-dynamics sim
lations involving translational and orientational degrees
freedom have been performed.29,30 In general, the results o
the simulations are consistent with MCT for both trans
tional and orientational correlation functions.30 In this work,
it is assumed that results derived for the time dependenc
the density–density correlation function can be applied to
polarizability-polarizability correlation function~orienta-
tional relaxation!, which underlies the HD-OKE measure
ments.

Within the multistep relaxation scenario of ideal MC
two power laws, with power law exponentsa and b, are
discussed when the theory is considered in first order. N
the ideal mode coupling transition temperatureTc , the long
time tail of the very short time dynamics is characterized
first order, by the critical decay law,6,9

fq~ t !5 f q
c1usu1/2hqS t

ts
D 2a

. ~1!

f q
c denotes the critical Debye–Waller factor,43 hq the critical

amplitude, and

ts5t0usu21/2a ~2a!

a rescaling time determined by a microscopic timet0 . More
generally,

ts}usu21/2a, ~2b!

and the temperature dependence is introduced by

s5~Tc2T!/Tc . ~3!

MCT predicts that the exponent,a, falls in the range 0<a
<0.395, and it is independent of the actual observable th
coupled to the density. The initial decay offq from the pla-
teau valuef q

c is described in first order by another power la
the von Schweidler Law,

fq~ t !5 f q
c2usu1/2hqBS t

ts
D b

, B.0. ~4!

The von Schweidler power law describes the onset of
structural relaxation, which is approximately exponential
long times. Another time scale is described byta , with

ta}usu2g, g5
1

2a
1

1

2b
. ~5!

ta characterizes the longest time scale of complete struct
relaxation,a relaxation. Both time scales,ts andta , follow
characteristic scaling laws, which describe the slowing do
of dynamics as the temperature is reduced.

1600 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 4, 22 January 2002
One prediction of MCT is the relationship between the
two power law exponentsa andb,
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G2~12a!

G~122a!
5

G2~11b!

G~112b!
, ~6!

whereG denotes the complete gamma function. The pow
laws given in Eqs.~1! and ~4! are the leading terms of th
power law expansions36,44 of the correlation function,45

which approximate the full, numerical solutions to the k
netic equations arising in MCT. Using the higher ord
terms,36 the behavior between the limiting power laws give
in Eqs.~1! and~4! can be calculated with 1% accuracy.36 The
extended forms of Eqs.~1! and ~4! are, for timest0,t
<ts ,

fq~ t !5 f q
c1hqusu1/2@~ t/ts!2a2A1~ t/ts!a

1A2~ t/ts!3a2A3~ t/ts!5a1¯#, ~7!

and for ts,t<ta ,

fq~ t !5 f q
c1hqusu1/2@2B~ t/ts!b

1~B1 /B!~ t/ts!2b1¯#. ~8!

Taking the higher order terms in the expansion of t
density–density correlation function into account, theoreti
predictions can be compared to experimental data ove
wide time window.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An OHD-OKE data set for DBP at 234.0 K is displaye
in Fig. 1 on a log plot. At very short time~,500 fs!, the data
are dominated by the electronic polarization, which trac
the pulse duration. In this data set, to suppress the excita
of intramolecular vibrational modes, which produce oscil
tion on the decay out to several ps,1,11 the pulse was length
ened to 115 fs. Two power law regions are distinguishable
the linear appearance on a log plot, the first spanning a ra
of approximately;10 ps to;200 ps and the second a rang
of ;300 ps to;2000 ps. As discussed below, the seco
power law corresponds to the von Schweidler region and
onset of structural relaxation. Following the von Schweid
power law (t.;10 ns), the data decay approximately as
exponential. As discussed below, the long time scale por
of the data, which corresponds to thea relaxation, is fit with
a function that incorporates both the power law and an
ponential.

While the details of the data change with temperatu
the basic appearance of the decay curves are the same
temperatures, even belowTc . This can be seen in Fig. 2
where data sets are displayed for the range of temperat
studied, 220–297.7 K. For this plot, all data sets were n
malized to one att50. The top curve is the highest temper
ture, and the bottom curve is the lowest temperature.
temperatures for all curves are given in the figure capti
One qualitative feature that does change with tempera
can be seen at;2 ps. At the lowest three temperature
which are at or belowTc , a distinct peak appears in the dat
This peak, which will be discussed further below, is not e
dent at the highest temperatures. Also shown in the figur

Brace et al.
a dashed line that corresponds to a power law oft22/3. This
line is intended as an aid to the eye. It can be seen that the
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lowest temperature decay~220 K! has a power law portion
that is parallel to the line from;10 ps to;1 ns.

Portions of data spanning the temperatures 220–297
are displayed in Fig. 3.~The temperature for each curve
given in figure caption 2.! The curves have been displace

FIG. 2. Complete OHD-OKE data sets are displayed for DBP at temp
tures~from bottom to top! 220, 223, 226, 230, 234, 238, 245, 260, 275, 29
and 297.7 K. The data are shown on a log plot and are normalizedt
50. A dashed line, corresponding to a power law,t22/3 is shown as a guide
to the eye.

FIG. 3. Portions of DBP data starting at 1 ps and ending at the onse
exponential-like relaxation are compared to a power law with expon
20.43. For each curve, the long time portion of the displayed data deca
a power law. The power law is temperature independent and correspon

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 4, 22 January 2002
the von Schweidler power law. Temperatures displayed are~from top to
bottom! 220, 223, 226, 230, 234, 238, 245, 260, 275, 290, and 297.7 K. Th
data sets are offset on the vertical axis for clarity of presentation.

Downloaded 09 Mar 2002 to 171.64.123.74. Redistribution subject to A
K

along the vertical axis for clarity of presentation. Also show
in the figure is a dashed line running through each data
All the dashed lines have the same slope. The dashed
correspond to a power law with exponent,p1520.43. This
value was obtained from the average of fits to the data in
region just before the onset of the long time approximat
exponential decay, that is, the von Schweidler region. As
be seen in Fig. 3, each curve has a portion with essent
the same power law decay, independent of temperature
the temperature is decreased, the onset of the von Schwe
power law moves to longer time.

Figure 4 displays the temperature dependence of
power law exponent obtained from fits to a single power l
for the von Schweidler region at temperatures 220–297.7
As can be seen, within experimental error, the power l
exponent,p1 , is temperature independent. The average va
is 20.43. Since the experiment measures the derivative
the polarizability–polarizability ~orientational! correlation
function, which is assumed to have the same time dep
dence as the density–density correlation function, which
calculated in MCT, the actual von Schweidler power la
exponent isb5p11150.57. From Eq.~6!, this corresponds
to l50.74 and a critical decay power law exponent,a
50.31. MCT predicts a temperature independent value fob
and a value ofa that falls in the range 0<a<0.395.

At times longer than the von Schweidler region, the
maining structural relaxation,a-relaxation, occurs. This re
gion has been observed with a variety of experimen
techniques.12,46,47In the time domain, thea relaxation is usu-
ally fit to a stretched exponential, exp(2t/ta)2b.12,46,47In the
frequency domain, a Cole–Davidson distribution is oft
used to model the corresponding peak in the susceptibilit23

a-
,

of
t
as
to

FIG. 4. Power law exponents,p1 , obtained from fits to power law portions
of the data displayed in Fig. 3. Within experimental error, the power l
exponent is temperature independent and has an average value of20.43.
The von Schweidler power law exponent,b, is related to power law expo-
nentp1 by b5p11150.57.

1601The glass forming liquid, dibutylphthalate
The OHD-OKE measures the derivative of the correlation
function. The derivative of a stretched exponential is propor-
e
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tional to the product of a power law and another stretch
exponential,

}tb21e2~ t/ta!b
.

A simpler function has been found to work well in th
analysis of OHD-OKE data.11 The function is

S~ t !}tpe2t/ta. ~9!

Equation~9! is the time derivative of the long time~subscript
L! portion of the correlation function,FL(t). The correlation
function is found by integrating the right-hand side of Eq.~9!
to give f (t), determining the constant of integration by th
boundary condition thatFL(t)→0 ast→`, and normalizing
the correlation function att50 – 1. The result is

FL~ t !512 f 8~ t !, ~10!

where f 8(t) is f (t) multiplied by the t50 normalization
constant.f 8(t) is zero att50 and 1 att5`. f (t) is the
incomplete gamma function,

f ~ t !5g~p11,t/ta!. ~11!

FL(t) corresponds to the correlation function for the lo
time portion of the decay.

The DBPa relaxation data are fit with Eq.~9! using a
value ofp that did not depend systematically on temperatu
The value ofp is not p1 found in Fig. 4 becausep was
obtained by fitting out to the longest times, and the expon
tial has a significant influence on it. The average value ofp is
20.28. Fitting with Eq.~9! leads to a well-defined relaxatio

FIG. 5. Thea relaxation decay time,ta , obtained by fitting the function
given in Eq.~9! to the long time portion of the data, is plotted vs tempe
ture. The inset is the corresponding rectification diagram. The points fa
a line as predicted by the MCT scaling relation, Eq.~5!. Thex-intercept of
the line yieldsTc522662 K. The curve through the data in the main part
the figure is calculated using Eq.~5!. There are no adjustable paramete
other than a multiplicative amplitude factor that does not influence the sh
of the curve.

1602 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 4, 22 January 2002
time ta . Figure 5 displays values ofta as a function of
temperature. The inset displays the data on a ‘‘rectificatio

Downloaded 09 Mar 2002 to 171.64.123.74. Redistribution subject to A
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diagram.’’ Within experimental error, the points fall on a lin
as predicted by the MCT scaling relation@Eq. ~5!#. Extrapo-
lation of the line to zero yields the value ofTc522662 K.
The curve through the data in the main portion of the figu
was generated using Eq.~5! with a50.309, which is ob-
tained from the von Schweidlerb exponent, andTc

5226 K. Other than a multiplicative constant, which do
not change the shape of the curve, there are no adjust
parameters. For a temperature independent power law e
nent p, the functional form~stretching! of the a process is
temperature independent. The time scaling of the correla
function FL(t) for different values ofta can be demon-
strated analytically. Therefore, MCT does a very good job
describing the data in both the von Schweidler anda relax-
ation regimes~moderate to long time scales!.

In Fig. 6~a! the experimental data are compared to t
full master curves@Eqs.~7! and~8!# ~Refs. 36, 44! predicted
by MCT. The master curves in Fig. 6~a! utilize thel param-
eter 0.74 obtained from theb exponent of the von Schweidle
power law. Figure 6~a! is a direct comparison of the data t
the master curves. Figure 6~b! is the corresponding rectifica
tion diagram based on the scaling law given in Eq.~2b!. As

n

pe

FIG. 6. ~a! DBP data compared to MCT master curve calculations@obtained
from Eqs.~7! and ~8!#, usingl50.74 @obtained from Eq.~6! and the von
Schweidler power law exponent,~0.57! from Fig. 4#. Agreement between
the data and theory is very good at the highest temperatures, but the dat
the master curve calculations show substantial differences fort,100 ps at
lower temperatures.~b! The rectification diagram based on MCT scalin
relationship given in Eq.~2b!. The points are predicted to fall on
a line with the intercept giving a value ofTc . The fit to the data yields
Tc522962 K.

Brace et al.
n
predicted by MCT, the points fall on a line. The extrapolation
of the line to zero gives a value ofTc522962 K. Within
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experimental error, the value ofTc is consistent with the
value obtained from thea relaxation rectification diagram in
Fig. 5. The average value is 227.563 K, which is in accord
with previous measurements of 221 K~Refs. 48, 49! and 233
K.50

The comparisons of the master curves to the data in
6~a! show excellent agreement at the three highest temp
tures. However, as the temperature approachesTc , there is
an increasing deviation from the master curve predictio
The deviations increase in magnitude and begin at incr
ingly earlier times as the temperature is decreased tow
Tc . Calculation of the master curves for various values ol
about 0.74 only made the disagreement with the data wo
As Tc is approached, the data and the master curve beg
deviate at;100 ps. In all cases, the deviations are such t
the data are much flatter than the master curve calculation
short times. There is no abrupt change in the nature of
curves at and belowTc .

The deviations between the DBP data and the ma
curves are in stark contrast to previous results on Salol u
the identical experiments,1 where essentially perfect agre
ment between the data with the master curves was foun
all time scales from high temperature down toTc . In OTP,
also studied with the same experiments,11 the agreement be
tween the data and the master curves was also excellen
not as good as for salol. In OTP, small deviations are seen
times ,10 ps asTc is approached. The extent of the di
agreement between the DBP data and the master curves
much greater than in either salol or OTP that it suggests
there is something fundamentally different in the nature
DBP compared to salol and OTP. Additional differences
discussed below.

An additional peak at approximately 2.5 ps can be s
in the data atT approaches and then goes belowTc . The
peak is evident in Figs. 3 and 6, which are log plots. Fig
7 displays short time data from 0 to 5 ps at temperatures 2
210, 215, 220, and 230 K~top to bottom! on a linear plot. At
230 K, which is just aboveTc , the peak is not visible. As the
temperature is decreased, the peak becomes very
nounced. It also appears that asT decreases, the peak mov
somewhat to longer time. A possible explanation for the p
is that it is a boson peak. A similar phenomenon has b
observed in experiments on salol in the time domain.1 How-
ever, in DBP, in contrast to salol, the peak only appears
low temperatures, and it is much more prominent. In salol
;0.5 THz, an enhancement in the susceptibility can
found, which is attributed to the boson peak.51–54 In specific
heat measurements, the boson peak shows up as an e
contribution.55 Several explanations for the boson peak ha
been proposed,56–58 however, there is not complete agre
ment on the microscopic origin of the boson peak.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the DBP data are much fla
than the decay predicted by MCT. On time scales sho
than the von Schweidler regime, the data has the appear
of a power law. In Fig. 2, a line representing at22/3 power
law can be seen to parallel the low temperature data ov
wide range of times. At higher temperatures, the ‘‘interme

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 4, 22 January 2002
ate’’ power law spans narrower time range, but it can still b
observed. This is not the short time critical power law deca
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described by the exponenta. It occurs on times longer than
the critical decay but shorter than the von Schweidler pow
law. Previous OHD-OKE experiments on salol and O
~Refs. 1, 2, 11! also observed a power law region locat
between the critical decay and von Schweidler regions. T
intermediate power law region is not predicted by mode c
pling theory. Both salol and OTP displayed similar tempe
ture dependences for the intermediate power law. The po
law exponent value varies from;20.6 at T;20% above
Tc , and it decreases to;21 close to and just belowTc .11

Figure 8 displays the intermediate power law expon
for DBP from temperatures above the melting point to bel

FIG. 7. Fast decay portions~0–8 ps! of DBP data at temperatures~top to
bottom! 205, 210, 215, 220, and 230 K are displayed on a linear plot. A p
in the data at;2.5 ps is clearly visible as the temperature is reduced be
230 K.

1603The glass forming liquid, dibutylphthalate
e
y

FIG. 8. Intermediate power law exponent plotted vs temperature. Within
experimental uncertainty, the intermediate power law exponent is tempera-
ture independent.
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ta
Tc . As the temperature is decreased, the range spanne
the power law increases. At the highest temperatures in c
ers on about a decade, from;2 ps to;20 ps. At 220 K, the
power law spans two decades from;10 ps to 1 ns~see Fig.
2!. As can be seen in Fig. 8, within experimental uncertain
the power law exponent is temperature independent. The
erage value obtained for the intermediate power law ex
nent is 20.66. The lack of temperature dependence of
intermediate power law exponent is qualitatively differe
from the salol and OTP experimental results.11

Ideal MCT describes the salol data down toTc virtually
perfectly,1,2 and it describes the OTP data down toTc very
well.11 An important question is whether the agreement
tween MCT and the salol and OTP data is just a fluke o
there something basically different about DBP that cause
not to be consistent with MCT? The difference between D
and the other two liquids may be related to their fragility.59,60

By one measure of fragility, them value, the difference be
tween the behaviors of the three supercooled liquids does
seem to be caused by their fragility.35 However, a potentially
better measure of the fragility is the ratioTc /Tg , whereTg is
the glass transition temperature.61,62 The ratio is 1.34 for
DBP compared to 1.21 for salol and 1.18 for OTP. For co
parison, the ratio for propylene carbonate is 1.14, and
glycerol it is 1.31.63 Propylene carbonate is considered
very fragile liquid. Salol and OTP are also considered qu
fragile. In contrast, glycerol is considered a reasona
strong liquid. Thus, DBP is significantly less fragile tha
salol and OTP. Therefore, the larger deviations between
DBP experiments and the predictions of the ideal MCT m
ter curve compared to the much smaller deviations for s
and OTP may arise because DBP is a relatively strong liq
Glycerol might be expected to be a relatively strong liqu
because it forms extended hydrogen bonded networks. D
does not hydrogen bond, but, as discussed below, it m
form a type of extended structure that influences its fragi
and the form of the short time scale dynamics.

MCT predicts a master curve that is temperature dep
dent through the temperature dependent time scaling.
DBP data consist of a temperature independent power la
times short compared to the von Schweidler region, whic
itself temperature independent. The temperature indepen
power law is very different from the behaviors of salol a
OTP, but it is very similar to recent detailed observations
the temperature dependent orientational dynamics of the
tropic phase of liquid crystals64,65 and on previous studies o
orientational relaxation in liquid crystals.66,67 The recent
studies of three liquid crystals,64,65 employed the identica
experimental methods used here to investigate DBP. At l
times, the liquid crystal data decay exponentially. The de
is highly temperature dependent68 as described by
Landau–de Gennes theory.69,70As the temperature is reduce
toward the isotropic to nematic phase transition, the lo
time decay slows dramatically. The long time decay is ana
gous to thea relaxation of supercooled liquids. At sho
times ~tens of ps!, the data decay as a power law. Betwe
the short time power law and the long time exponential, th

1604 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 4, 22 January 2002
is a nonexponential crossover regime. Recent theory64 sug-
gests that the crossover region observed in liquid crystals64
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occurs for the same reason as the von Schweidler regio
supercooled liquids, that is, stretching of the relaxation
intermediate times. On all time scales, the liquid crystal o
entational dynamics arise because of the existence of pse
nematic structures~domains! in the isotropic phase.

In addition to the qualitative features of orientational d
namics in the isotropic phase of liquid crystals that are si
lar to supercooled liquids, there is one feature that is st
ingly similar to DBP in particular. The relatively short tim
scale power laws observed in three different liquid cryst
all have exponents that are temperature independent an
exponents range between20.63 and20.75, depending on
the liquid crystal.65 The DBP intermediate power law occu
on the same time scale as the liquid crystal power laws.
DBP intermediate power law is temperature independent
has an exponent of;20.66 ~see Fig. 8!.

Recall that the experiments on the three liquid cryst
and on the three supercooled liquids were all performed w
identical techniques. It is interesting to speculate on why
DBP orientational dynamics seem more similar to the d
namics of the isotropic phase of liquid crystals than they
to the dynamics of the fragile supercooled liquids, salol a
OTP, and to the predictions of MCT. The molecule DB
which is the ortho-dibutylester of benzene, has an arom
end and a hydrocarbon end~see inset Fig. 1!. The benzene
moiety is highly polarizable. It is next to the two ester grou
that will have some dipole moment. Thus, the benzene
highly polarizable and may have an induced dipole mome
In contrast, the hydrocarbon portion of DBP has very lo
polarizability and is essentially nonpolar. Given these aspe
of DBP, it is possible that it has some nanoscopic organ
tion much as liquid crystals have pseudonematic domain
the isotropic phase. If nanoscopic organization exists in D
then such organization could be responsible for the rela
strength of DBP and have an impact on the orientatio
dynamics, producing behavior that is similar to that of liqu
crystals. Additional experiments on other supercooled liqu
that will not have the possibility of nanoscopic organizati
and ones that form networks are in progress. These exp
ments will help determine under what circumstances id
MCT describes the dynamical behavior of supercooled
uids down toTc .

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect expe
ments were performed on the glass forming liquid dib
tylphthalate over temperatures that range from well ab
the melting point to below the critical MCT transition tem
perature,Tc . Additional data were collected at short tim
down to temperatures;20 K below Tc . The time domain
techniques used spanned a time range of several hundr
to hundreds of ns. The data at all temperatures share ce
features, namely, two distinct power law regions followed
approximately exponential relaxation at long times.

The experimental results were compared to the pre
tions of ideal MCT. The longer time portions of the da
agree with the predictions of MCT exceedingly well~see

Brace et al.
Figs. 3–5!. As predicted, a temperature independent von
Schweidler power law is observed with a temperature inde-
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pendent power law exponent. The von Schweidler power
reflects the onset of full structural relaxation. The long tim
scalea relaxation is highly temperature dependent and ob
the MCT scaling relationship. From thea relaxation rectifi-
cation diagram,Tc is found to be 226 K. Comparisons of th
intermediate through short time scale data to the MCT c
culated master curves display some agreement with MCT
also significant disparities. The rectification diagram o
tained from the data/master curve analysis obeys the M
scaling relationship~Fig. 6! and yields a value ofTc

5229 K, which is within experimental error ofTc deter-
mined from thea relaxation rectification diagram. The ma
ter curves agree well with the data at the highest temp
tures, but show increasingly pronounced deviations at s
times~,100 ps! as the temperature is decreased towardTc .
The form of the data does not change as the temperatu
reduced belowTc . The disagreement of the DBP data wi
the MCT calculations is very different from the very goo
agreement found for data taken on salol and OTP with
identical experimental methods1,2,11 and because by the dif
ferences in the fragility of the three liquids.

Another indication of a fundamental difference betwe
the dynamics in DBP and salol/OTP is the nature of
temperature dependence of the decay on intermediate
scales~short compared to the von Schweidler region b
longer than a few ps!. In all three liquids, the intermediat
time scale data can be fit to a power law. This power law
not a component of MCT. In salol and OTP, the intermedi
power law is temperature dependent; the decay beco
steeper as the temperature is reduced. Within experime
error, for salol and OTP, when the temperature is scaled
Tc , the intermediate power law has the same tempera
dependence for the two liquids, with the exponent vary
between20.6 at high temperature and21 at ;Tc . DBP
displays a temperature independent intermediate power
with exponent;20.66. It was pointed out that the orient
tional dynamic observed in DBP have a striking resembla
to those observed in the isotropic phase of liquid cryst
Further experiments are being performed on other su
cooled liquids to determine under what circumstances id
MCT gives an accurate description of time and tempera
dependence of orientational dynamics in supercooled liqu
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